
The Einhell GC-EL 3000 E blower vac with speed control is a reliable & powerful helper for clearing away leaves & light material in the garden/grounds.

Converting between the blow function with the narrow blower tube or the vacuum function with the large suction tube is quick & easy without the need

for any tools. The 45 l catch bag has a window to see how full it is. The shredder function shreds the material. For safety there is a cleaning opening

with safety switch, strain-relief clip for the cable and an On/Off switch. The two guide wheels are height-adjustable and the alu impeller is long-lasting.

The additional handle & shoulder strap are adjustable and the ergonomic softgrip handle provides comfortable handling even in long-term work.

Electric Leaf Vacuum

GC-EL 3000 E
Item No.: 3433320

Ident No.: 11017

Bar Code: 4006825629651

Features & Benefits
On/Off switch-

Incl. one wide suction tube and one narrow blowing tube-

Electronic speed control-

Aluminum blower impeller-

Cleaning opening with safetey switch-

Ergonomic main handle with softgrip and anti-vibration function-

Adjustable additional handle-

2 height-adjustable guide rollers-

45l debris bag with window for level inspection-

Adjustable carrying strap-

Integrated cable strain relief-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 3000 W

- Idle speed 8000  -  15000 min^-1

- Blow velocity 300 km/h

- Max. suction power 840 m³/h

- Shredding function 15:1

- Capacity of catch bag 45 L

Logistic Data
- Product weight 3.01 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 5.35 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 347 x 505 x 285 mm

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 5.35 kg

- Dimensions export carton 500 x 345 x 285 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 570 | 1200 | 1405

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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